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Introduction
PGE (“the Company”) filed its IRP last November and filed a subsequent update in

April. The update significantly changes PGE’s proposed action plan related to the
closure of the Company’s Boardman coal plant. The Boardman closure has been the
primary issue of concern in this IRP process and will be the focus of most of CUB’s
comments. Additional issues will also be addressed herein, including wind integration
costs and the Cascade Crossing Transmission investment. CUB has not completed its
analysis of these issues, but will offer a few thoughts on these non-Boardman issues here,
with the expectation that additional comments will follow in response to Staff’s proposed
order.

II. Wind Integration.
CUB continues to be concerned about the Company’s proposed wind integration
costs. NWEC and RNP put forth a good critique of the wind integration study in their
October 5, 2009 letter to PGE. CUB continues to believe that the use of these studies for
ratemaking purposes in PGE’s AUT and PacifiCorp’s TAM gives utilities an incentive to
inflate forecasted wind integration costs. Once these costs are established, we are unable
to backcast and confirm whether the forecast was accurate, leaving the costs essentially
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unverified. CUB remains concerned about using a non-ratemaking planning docket to
establish a significant ratemaking cost, with no way to verify the cost. This creates an
incentive to inflate the forecasted cost, which will not only raise customer rates in future
ratemaking dockets, but can also lead the Company to choose a portfolio that is not least
cost/least risk. Customers can end up paying both higher than necessary rates for wind
integration and higher than necessary rates overall.

III. Cascade Crossing.
CUB has concerns about Cascade Crossing, though we are not recommending against
acknowledgement of the project at this time. We offer the following concerns and hope
that the Company addresses them as we go forward in this docket:
A. Why does the expected closure of Boardman not affect Cascade
Crossing? Closing Boardman, as PGE is proposing, will remove a
significant amount of load from the proposed transmission line, but
does not affect the need for the transmission facility. CUB
understands that PGE expects to conduct an RFP for Boardman
replacement resources, which suggests that the Boardman replacement
resource may not be located at Boardman and/or may not purchase
transmission from PGE.
B. CUB is not convinced that BPA cannot provide the transmission
services that are necessary to serve PGE’s network. CUB has heard
arguments that relate to cost and reliability. CUB continues to be
concerned that Cascade Crossing could cost customers more than
BPA’s transmission services. CUB remains unconvinced that BPA is
not a reliable transmission provider.
C. CUB is concerned about the cost projections for the project. PGE does
not have a great deal of recent experience managing transmission
projects. Significant cost overruns could make this project
uneconomical.
D. CUB is concerned that new transmission capacity may not be the top
priority for investment. PGE is anticipating a great deal of new
investments in the coming years, from new renewable resources, to
replacing Boardman, to AMI meters and the promises of a smart grid.
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To keep costs under control for customers, it is critical that costs be
managed and investments prioritized.

IV. Boardman.
A. Role of Current IRP.
The first objective of CUB’s comments is to identify the issues related to Boardman
that need to be acknowledged in this IRP, i.e. how Boardman relates to the current action
plan. There has already been significant discussion in this IRP cycle over issues that are
not ripe for acknowledgement. We will begin with CUB’s view of what is ripe for
review in this proceeding with regards to Boardman.
The purpose of the IRP process is “resource planning,” or examining what mix of
resources in the future will best meet the expected load. Utilities file IRPs every other
year. While the planning looks out over 20 years or longer, the primary concerns are the
resource decisions that will be made during the short term—the 5-year action plan.
These are the investments, RFPs, and other resource decisions that utilities will soon need
to act upon. Beyond that 5-year period, the IRP identifies resources that can be
considered “placeholders,” with the specifics of the investments guaranteed to be
reviewed in future IRPs before the investment will be completed.
With respect to Boardman, there are critical decisions that will take place during this
planning horizon (5-year action plan) that will affect the life of the plant. Those
decisions need to be seriously considered in this acknowledgement process. However,
those decisions, while affecting the closure date, are unlikely to predetermine the plant’s
closure. For example, if the PUC were to acknowledge the clean air investments through
2017, based on an analysis that says the plant will run through 2040, the plant may or
may not run until 2040. If the Commission were to choose not to acknowledge those
investments based on an analysis that says the plant will run through 2020, the plant may
shut down before 2020 (for example, it is not difficult to imagine circumstances, such as
a significant outage in the years leading up to any planned closure date, that would cause
the plant to shut early). While there will be a great deal of discussion about closure dates,
CUB believes that this process is not about picking the closure date but is about trying to
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identify which investment path related to Boardman provides the best mix of costs and
risks.
B. Least Cost/Least Risk Standard
The IRP considers investments and actions on a least cost/least risk basis. This
means that the Company is attempting to find the path that provides the best balance
between the least costly alternative and the riskiest alternative. Because the least risky
investment is almost never the least costly, this process involves a great deal of analysis
and professional judgment. Because different stakeholders may have a different view of
the risk of a particular investment or have a different expectation about the cost of a
particular investment, stakeholders can have different views of the least cost/least risk
path.
While utilities attempt to model costs and risks in a manner that allows them to be
quantified and compared, CUB believes that the IRP review goes beyond picking the
option with the highest score. Often the differences in scores over 20 years are relatively
small, and any one of a set of low scoring paths could be considered reasonable.
CUB views the Boardman decision a little differently than PGE. Rather than
define Boardman option based on closure dates, we define them based on the investments
decisions that are required for each option. We see four Boardman paths associated with
the 5-year action plan. While these paths have different life expectancies, we view them
not based on the life expectancy of the plant (which is a forecast of the expected life and,
like all forecasts, may be wrong), but on the actions within the action plan.
Option 1: Make no additional investment in Boardman
Option 2: Make the 2011/2012 investments, but not the 2014 or 2017 investments
Option 3: Make the 2011/2012 and 2014 investments but not the 2017
investments
Option 4: Make the 2011/2012, 2014 and 2017 investments
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Each of these options requires significantly different investments over the next
few years, has significantly different cost and risk profiles, and creates different potential
life expectancies for the plant.
Two of these scenarios, Option 1 and Option 3, score poorly from both cost and
risk perspectives and can easily be discarded. We believe the primary Boardman-related
issue in this IRP is the determination of which of the other two options, based on current
information, is the better path from a least cost/least risk analysis. The critical difference
between these paths is simple: should we make additional clean air investment in 2014
and 2017?
C. The investments in 2014 and 2017 are not least cost/least risk.
In this case, PGE’s filing shows that the 2014 and 2017 investments are not least
cost/least risk. PGE identifies the preferred portfolio as one that does not include those
investments and allows the plant to run until 2020. Under this scenario, PGE is asking
DEQ to change the rule relating to Regional Haze and allow Boardman to run until 2020
without the 2014 and 2017 investments.
CUB, RNP and NWEC sent a letter1 to the Company last fall to request the
analysis of a portfolio where the 2014 and 2017 clean air investments were not made and
the plant ran until 2020. This was based on CUB’s reading of the DEQ BART rule as
requiring those investments if the plant were to run until 2040, but that DEQ was open to
revising the rule if the plant was scheduled to close at an earlier date.
PGE ran the portfolio we requested and it shows clearly that the 2014 and 2017
investments are neither least cost nor least risk. We commend PGE for running this
analysis, even though it required the Company to reconsider its plans to run the plant
until 2040. Boardman is a reasonably reliable, relatively inexpensive, significantly-sized
resource. We have no doubt that agreeing to consider closing the plant was difficult for
PGE and facing future demand without it worries power managers. But the scoring is
very clear. It shows that not making the 2014 and 2017 investments reduces expected
costs, while at the same time keeps the risks down to a reasonable level.

1

See CUB Attachment 1.
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D. PGE’s backup plan: allow clean air investment
PGE has complicated this issue by requesting acknowledgement of the clean air
investments in the case, where DEQ, EPA, or some other entity requires the Company to
do something that is different from its proposal to avoid the investment and run the plant
through December 31, 2020.
CUB does not believe that such acknowledgement is possible. It is clear that the
2014 and 2017 clean air investments are not least cost/least risk if the plant is operated
until 2020 on the terms that PGE is proposing. It is not clear that the investment would
become least cost/least risk under another set of terms that have not been identified or
modeled. Without knowing what those terms are, it is impossible to evaluate them and
determine what is least cost/least risk.
Acknowledging the 2014 and 2017 clean air investment as a contingency in case
environmental regulators offer PGE a different set of conditions than PGE’s preferred
approach will create significant regulatory risk as the process to close Boardman moves
forward. Because this contingency acknowledgement would not be based on evaluating
the actual conditions that are being offered by the environmental regulators, it would
provide little comfort and little support for the investment. This scenario would mean
that the prudence review of the 2014 and 2017 investments after those investments were
made would be the venue to compare what the environmental regulators offered to PGE
versus PGE’s contingency plan. This approach puts both customers and shareholders at
risk.
PGE is correct that the options for Boardman may not be what are proposed in
this case. The DEQ may not accept PGE’s proposed BART rule and might offer a
different alternative. EPA regulators may require clean air investments under a different
schedule. Clean air investment requirements might change, and the date for closure
might change. We could end up with a choice that includes higher clean air investment
costs versus an earlier closure date.
CUB believes that rather than trying to model and consider all possible (or even
likely) contingencies, it makes more sense to look at what we do know about the
particular investments that are likely to be put in the action plan. Based on what we
currently know, CUB is unable to say that the 2014 and 2017 clean air investments are
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least cost/least risk. As such, those investments should not be acknowledged. If, due to
actions of regulatory agencies or some other events, PGE believes the clean air
investments will become least cost/least risk, then the Company should file an update to
the IRP which identifies the events that have caused the analysis to change, how those
events changed the analysis, and the new path that PGE believes is least cost/least risk.
To the degree that the clock is ticking and investment decisions need to be made, it is far
better to take the time to get the decision right (even if this means mothballing a plant)
than to rush ahead and potentially spend hundreds of millions of dollars on an investment
that the Company will later regret. While this delay does not create a great deal of
certainty in the process, customers (and shareholders) will be taking a much smaller risk
if we can ensure the proper analysis. Even if this study causes a delay in an investment,
the benefits of ensuring that PGE is making wise least cost/least risk investments is well
worth it.
E. MACT Standards.
A great deal of discussion has taken place in this proceeding concerning
regulations from EPA that will not be issued until next year. These regulations, which
are expected to require Maximum Achievable Control Technology [MACT] on coal
plants, could require investments that are similar to the BART clean air investments.
These regulations may not, however, have the flexibility to adjust for a plant that is being
closed.
Some point to the MACT rules as proof that Boardman needs to be closed earlier
than 2020. Others point to the MACT rules as proof that PGE will need to make these
investments and keep running the plant. CUB believes that it is wise not to overreact to
rules that have not been developed, but that PGE needs to recognize that it may have to
update its plans to account for the rule.
CUB Attachment B is an analysis of the MACT rules that was referred to at the
April 26 PUC Public Meeting by Steve Weiss of NWEC. It identifies more than 1,100
coal generating units and estimates that the MACT rules will lead to the closure of 24%
of the United State’s coal generation capacity, while requiring scrubbers to be installed
on 29% of the total capacity. Assuming that the rules come out in late 2011 and have a
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four year deadline (3 years, plus a one-year extension), the deadline for complying would
be late 2015.
Before assuming that these rules will require the same investment as BART but
by the end of 2015, we should ask and answer some basic questions which get to the
heart of whether these rules will be implemented:
A. Is it actually possible to install pollution control equipment on
more than 300 coal units between the issuance of the regulation (Fall
2011) and the deadline (Fall 2015)? Are there enough scrubbers and
pollution control equipment being manufactured for all plants to be
refurbished simultaneously? Are there enough trained crews to install
the equipment?
B. Is it possible to shut down 29% of the US coal generation while
equipment is being installed without causing reliability problems in
coal-dependent parts of the electric grid?
C. Is it possible to close 24% of the US coal generation capacity as a
result of the implementation of this regulation without causing
reliability problems in coal dependent parts of the electric grid?
D. At a cost of $420/kW, the cost of responding to this rule may be in
the tens of billions of dollars. Most states do not have a “not presently
used” statue that applies to upgrades of existing plants, so costs will
begin to flow to customers when they are incurred, not when the
pollution control equipment becomes used and useful. This means that
billions of dollars in costs will begin to hit electric bills in 2012, an
election year. What effect will the politics of rising electric bills have
on the implementation of the new regulations?
CUB does not have the answers to these questions, but these questions get to the heart
of whether the regulations will be in place by the end of 2015 or be delayed in some
manner (such as Congressional action). To the degree that the regulations are impossible
to implement, or threaten the reliability of the electric grid, or have a price that is too
large for an election year, then it would seem reasonable to expect delays, and/or
exemptions to the 2015 deadline.
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CUB believes that the MACT regulations are something that all Oregonians will have
to deal with, since coal plants that are implicated by the regulations generate significant
amounts of electricity that is consumed in Oregon. However, because the regulations and
the political response to the regulations are not yet known, it would not be wise to base
decisions in this IRP on the expected effects of the regulations. Instead, CUB believes
that PGE should file an update to this IRP if the new regulations that are issued require
changing the IRP action plan. Only at that point can a rational approach to the MACT be
taken.
F. Carbon Risk/Coal Risk
An important part of the Boardman analysis is PGE’s analysis of the carbon risk.
CUB generally supports the Company’s approach to modeling carbon costs based on the
expected costs associated with proposals to address carbon. Carbon regulation is coming.
The primary question is when and how much it will cost PGE and other utilities to
conform to carbon regulations.
PGE’s approach probably overstates carbon compliance costs in the short run and
understates those costs in the long run. PGE assumes that the costs will begin in 2013,
which is earlier than likely given the current pace of Congress. At the same time, PGE
assumes that the initial carbon regulatory program will continue for the long term without
significant expansion. We tend to believe that carbon regulations will be established and
will expand over time as the consequences of climate change become more pronounced.
As sea levels rise and other changes become apparent, there will be additional costs
placed on carbon emissions. In addition, CUB believes that additional regulatory pressure
will come to bear on coal plants. The MACT standards may be a manifestation of this
trend. Coal has a target on its back. There will likely be additional regulatory actions
taken which raise the cost of coal-fired generation, from coal mining regulations to coal
ash regulations. There will likely be federal and state legislative proposals that are
designed to reduce or eliminate coal use. Finally, Oregon’s initiative process will likely
be used to target coal-fired generation, just as it was used to target nuclear power plants.
Over the next 30 years there will be regulatory costs associated with coal plants that are
not considered in PGE’s IRP analysis.
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V. CUB Recommendations
CUB commends PGE for updating its IRP and including a portfolio that includes
the 2011/2012 clean air investments but avoids hundreds of millions of dollars in clean
air investments in 2014 and 2017. CUB recommends that the PUC acknowledge the
2011/2012 investment in Boardman clean air controls, but not acknowledge the 2014 and
2017 investments.

Respectfully Submitted,
May 19, 2010

Bob Jenks
Executive Director
Citizens’ Utility Board of Oregon

G. Catriona McCracken,OSB #933587
Staff Attorney
The Citizens'Utility Board of Oregon
610 SW Broadway, Ste. 308
Portland, OR 97205
(503)227-1984
catriona@oregoncub.org
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September 23, 2009
Brian Kuehne
Manager, Integrated Resource Planning
Portland General Electric Co.
121 SW Salmon St. 3WTC 0306
Portland, OR 97204
brian.kuehne@pgn.com
Dear Brian,
While we always appreciate the tremendous volume of analysis that goes into a utility’s IRP, we
are concerned that PGE’s IRP analysis is based on assumptions that ultimately may undermine the
analysis. Particularly, the analysis related to Boardman is based on two critical assumptions that
are not well supported:
1. The assumption that PGE has no flexibility with regard to regional haze rules is not
consistent with DEQ’s position. This is critical because PGE’s analysis on Boardman had
earlier concluded that a 2020 phase out was the least cost approach. We believe that
PGE should continue to examine a 2020 phase out and should pursue this path with
DEQ if it finds this path continues to be the least cost portfolio.
2. We are concerned that PGE’s analysis of Boardman does not include any sensitivity
analysis around an early shut down due to carbon regulation. Dr. James Hanson, a
leading climate scientist has been widely quoted saying that the US must phase out all
pulverized coal plants over the next 20 years. PGE makes the assumption that if the
company (or its customers) pays to install pollution control equipment, the plant will
be allowed to operate until 2040. We believe that as Oregon’s largest source of
greenhouse gas emissions, Boardman will be a target for closure and that PGE should
consider what happens if the Company is required to shut down the plant before 2040
(we would suggest conducting a sensitivity analysis on the portfolios with Boardman
running until 2040 by forcing a premature shut down in 2030 and in 2035).

1. Keeping the 2020 phase out on the table.
In the draft IRP, PGE summarizes the DEQ Boardman decision as completely rigid, with criminal
sanctions if PGE strays from the DEQ decision:

Under these rules, PGE has the following options:
Install all of the controls: LNB/MOFA by July 2011, scrubbers/fabric filter by July 2014
and SCR by July 2017 and operate Boardman through 2040 or beyond.
Install LNB/MOFA and scrubbers and cease Boardman operations in 2017; do not make
the SCR investment.
Install LNB/MOFA only and cease Boardman operations in 2014.
Cease Boardman operations in July 2011 with no obligation to install additional
controls.
Non‐compliance with the Oregon Regional Haze Plan (and also Oregon Utility Mercury
Rule) is, however, not an option. The plant must meet emissions requirements by either
installation of controls or by ceasing operations. Failure to comply with the plan can
result in significant penalties, equitable remedies, and possibly criminal sanctions.1
However, PGE has an additional option. It can conduct its Boardman analysis, and based on
that analysis ask DEQ to consider extending the deadlines for controls based on an earlier shut
down of the plant. For example, it could request that DEQ consider allowing the plant to be
phased out by 2020.
According to DEQ’s description of its rulemaking, it will consider such a plan on an expedited
basis:
On December 17, 2008, DEQ received comments from PGE requesting that two
“decision points” be added to the proposed rules, which would allow PGE to consider in
2012 and 2015 whether or not to close the Boardman plant by 2020 or 2029, rather
than install the controls that DEQ had proposed. After careful consideration, DEQ
decided not to include PGE’s proposal in the final recommendation to the commission,
but instead added provisions in the Regional Haze Plan that allow PGE to request a rule
change if a decision is made in the future to close the plant. This will allow operation of
the plant for a limited time without installing one or more of the controls proposed by
DEQ, and thus help ensure that investments made at Boardman are cost‐effective for
rate payers. DEQ will make every effort to expedite this request.2
We read the above statement as the DEQ inviting PGE to propose a closing date that is earlier
than 2040 with DEQ willing to “allow operation of the plant for a limited time without installing
one or more of the controls proposed by DEQ.” This is a far cry from threatening criminal
penalties.

1
2

PGE draft IRP, chapter 12
http://www.deq.state.or.us/aq/haze/pge.htm

While we recognize that PGE is not guaranteed that DEQ would allow a 2020 phase out of the
plant, we do not think such a guarantee is necessary for PGE to conduct analysis around this
date. We note that PGE includes a portfolio in its analysis that includes a new nuclear power
plant. We believe the siting and permitting risks associated with a new nuclear power plant
may be greater than the regulatory risk that DEQ would deny a 2020 phase out of Boardman.

2. Considering how an early shut down due to CO2 will affect the plant.
PGE’s modeling of carbon risks has greatly improved in recent years, and this IRP generally does
a good job of considering the costs of carbon regulation. However, the modeling fails to
adequately address the risk to Boardman’s operations on a going forward basis. The carbon
related risk of a coal plant is not limited to a dollar per ton regulatory “tax” on carbon
emissions, but the risk that the utility will actually have to reduce its carbon emissions,
including scenarios where coal fired power plant use will be severely curtailed or will be shut
down.
PGE and PacifiCorp both model carbon costs, but do not model scenarios that reduce emissions
or require a single pulverized coal plant being closed due to carbon regulations in their IRPs.
This is not rational, as one goal of carbon regulatory policy is to reduce greenhouse emissions
to sustainable levels, and many scientists agree with Dr. Hanson that this will require closing
coal plants. Based on our current knowledge of climate change, we do not believe that it makes
sense to model coal plants operating indefinitely into the future. While we are hesitant to
predict the future life of Boardman (and Colstrip), we believe that the IRP should consider the
possibility that the Company’s emissions must be reduced significantly and pulverized coal
plants will be shut down in the future. We suggest that PGE consider the affect on all portfolios
of what happens if Boardman is required to close in 2030 (20 years) and 2035 (25 years).
Thank you for allowing us to take this opportunity to respond to your draft IRP. We look
forward to discussing the assumptions underlying your analysis at the stakeholder meeting on
Friday, September 25th and plan to provide additional thoughts and comments before your
October 5 deadline.
Bob Jenks

Steven Weiss

Ann Gravatt

CUB Executive Director

NWEC Senior Policy Analyst

RNP Policy Director
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IBERDROLA RENEWABLES, INC
TOAN-HAO NGUYEN
1125 NW COUCH ST
PORTLAND OR 97209

W SALEM CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
MIKE MCLARAN
1110 COMMERCIAL ST SE
SALEM OR 97301

IBEW LOCAL 125
MARCY PUTMAN
17200 NE SACRAMENTO STREET
PORTLAND OR 97230
ICNU
MICHAEL EARLY
1300 SW 5TH AVE, STE 1750
PORTLAND OR 97204-2446
W NORTHWEST ENERGY COALITION
STEVEN WEISS
4422 OREGON TRAIL CT NE
SALEM OR 97305
W NORTHWEST ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE CENTER
MARK RISKEDAHL
10015 SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
PORTLAND OR 97219

SEDCOR
RAYMOND BURSTEDT
625 HIGH ST NE, STE 200
SALEM OR 97301
W SIERRA CLUB LAW PROGRAM
GLORIA D SMITH (C)
85 SECOND STREET
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94105
W TURLOCK IRRIGATION DIST
RANDY BAYSINGER
PO BOX 949
TURLOCK CA 95381-0949
W WESTSIDE ECONOMIC
ALLIANCE
JONATHAN F SCHLUETER
10220 SW NIMBUS AVE, STE K-12
TIGARD OR 97223

WILSONVILLE CHAPTER OF
COMMERCE
RAY PHELPS
PO BOX 3737
WILSONVILLE OR 97070
Respectfully submitted,

G. Catriona McCracken
Staff Attorney
The Citizens' Utility Board of Oregon
610 SW Broadway, Ste. 308
Portland, OR 97205
(503)227-1984
Catriona@oregoncub.org
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